TO: Donald Trump  
FAX: 12129350141  
DATE: 21 December 2016  

Communication

His Excellency Donald Trump  
Governor General of America  
for the Duke of America in Her Majesty’s Commonwealth

Dear Donald,

In the name of YHVH, Truth, Our Lord Jesus Christ, greeting!

We have discovered this fax number for you and wish to confirm that it is directly under your control.

James from our Court of Record, who attempted to reach you via +1-212-832-2000 on the 20th, will try again today. It is our wish that you instruct the operator to put him through. He can be reached at 1 972 231 6767 extension 74. I'm at extension 77. The incoming UK number for the same extensions is (011) 44 1234 816 393.

In this world of traitors who do not hesitate to deny the LORD, who have forgotten Common Law, it is imperative to establish direct pareto secure lines of communication. We wish you to have:

- A voice over IP phone with an extension.
- An email account on our system.
- A pareto secure laptop or desktop.

A pareto secure device is one where the choices of operating system, encryption etc., have been made from the best of available choices and no further improvement can be made because it is always easier to compromise another weaker link, for example, your secretary, or existing bugging devices.

Since we publish our letters, usually with a short delay, the point of the security is to give the recipient some time to consider the content, take action and have responses formulated for the consequences of these letters. Otherwise the eavesdroppers can act first and create obstacles.

The National Security State is one big lie after another. “‘National Secrets’ are protected by public incredulity”.

We send our love to YHVH for thee!

Yours faithfully,

Joseph Ray Sundarsson  
Special Master

Joseph Ray Sundarsson  
Special Master
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